and offers higher integration densities.
The IIMEC MCM-D technology ( Fig. 1) consists of alternating thin layers of photosensitive BCB (CycloteneT" from Dow) and low loss Cu metallizations deposited on a borosilicate glass carrier substrate (AF45, E, = 6.2). The BCB dielectric has low dielectric losses (tan 6 = 5.104), a low dielectric constant (% = 2.65) and a low moisture absorption. The macerial is spin coated in thin films of 5 pm thick, then devsloped and cured. The curing temperature profile of BCB does not exceed 250-C, which is significantly lower than for most other dielectric materials, e.g., polyimide. Depending on the required metal thickness, the metal layers are sputtered (AI) and pattemed using wet etches or electroplated (a) Prior to the removal of the Ge substrate and after deposition of resistor and capacitor layers on the glass carrier substrate, the Ge wafer is diced. A chip containing a single MHEM'T is embedded in a spin coated BCB glue layer using a device bonder in thennocompression mode. Chips as small as 100 x 500 pm2 can he positioned with 3 pm post-bonding accuracy. After gluing the chip in the BCB layer, the polymer needs thermal curing for mechanical strength.
Substrate removal and opening or the contact pads of the thin-film h4HEMT are done by a highly selective N E (Reactive Ion Etch) dry etch, a lithography step for protection of the active area of the transistor and wet etching 171. It is especially important that this etching method does not damage the previously deposited resistor and capacitor layers. A BCB layer of about 5 p thick is then spin coated in order to planarize the shucture. In order to circumvent problems in the following processing steps, the tobl thickness of the devices has to he kept below 5 p. This requirement is easily maintained due to the removal of the substrate and buffer layers. Via holes through the BCB dielectric allow to contact the thin-film transistor. A top view optical micrograph of a thin-film M H E W on glass is shown in Fig. 1 . The photograph clearly shows the active area and gold contact pads which are revealed after etching. Electroplated Cu transmission lines ensure low loss connections to the different passive and active components. This allows easy and accurate co-design of the active and passive devices. Fig. 2 shows the measured S-parameters for a MHEVT on a combined Smith charUpolar plot. The influence of the conductive Ge substrate on the Sparameters has completely disappeared after substrate removal.
Vn.= 0.7 v Fig. 2 . Measured S-parameters for a MHEMT based on a Ge substrate (combined Smith chartipolar plot; before (thin) and after (thick) substrate removal; 100 MHz -M GHz, 201 points). connected between the drain and the gate of the transistor to control the amount of negative feedback. This negative feedback flattens the gain, makes the transistor more stable and moves the in-and output impedances closer to the desired 50 51. The value of Rm is taken as a compromise between gain, bandwidth and reflection.
Active area of transistor Fig. 3 . Optical micrograph of the feedback amplifier on glass (CPW lay-out).
The bandwidth of the amplifier is mainly determined by the gain-baudwidth product of the active device and by the gain controlled by Rm. Additionally, the feedback loop is made frequency dependent by putting an inductance LFB in series with Rm. At the highest frequencies, the inductor reduces the amount of negative feedback thus maintaining a flat gain up to higher frequencies. Lm will however also cause an increase of the in-atid output reflection at higher frequencies. Finally, a capacitor CFB is used to block the DC c w n t between the positive drain and the negative gate bias. Due to the relatively low total transconductance (g, = 70 mS) of the 100 pni wide MHEMT used in this design, this amplifier had a relatively low small-sigml gain. The low total g, also made it difficult to take the value of the feedback resistance RFB close to the value for a good inand output matching as for such low RFB. the gain would drop to almost mity. Instead a relatively high RFB was taken at the expense of a lugher in-and output reflection.
CPW (Coplanar Waveguide) transmission lines, realized on the middle 3 pm thick CO layer, are used as this has several advantages over the more traditional mierostrip approach through-substrate vias are not required and backside wafer processing can be omitted. Fig. 4 shows a comparison between the simulated and measured SZi of the feedback amplifier. A flat gain of 9 dB (t 0.5 dB) from 1 to 13 GHz and a very good agreement between measurement and simulation have been achieved. At 1 GHz, the input reflection (Sil) is -10 dB. A feedback amplifier integrated circuit has been fabricated to demonstrate the abilities of this combination of MCM-D and 111-V-on-Ge technology.
